
1. 2.

3. 4.

If  you read the stories in 
Volume II, you learned 
about endangered animals.  
List 4 endangered species. 
For each one, list 2 ways 
zoos and aquariums are 
helping these animals.
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While reading Volume II, you learned that there  
are many careers available at zoos, aquariums  
and conservation centers.  List five of  them, and  
research the one that interests you the most.   
Then, imagine that is your career, and write a  
story about something fun or interesting that  
happens to you one day at work.
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Find the words below, either horizontally, vertically or diagonally

Word to find Definition and story where word is found

Abscess Type of infection found at the base of Simsa’s skull  
(Story 6)

Belly rubs Chester loved these more than anything (Story 2)
Bullet Deadly fragment found in Cruz’s eyes (Story 4)
Busch Gardens Dr. Peter Black works here (Story 10)
Cayucos Coast where Gracie was rescued (Story 5)
Conservation The 2nd “C” in the Center for Elephant Conservation (Story 3)
Dolphins Interactions with this animal can help children with special 

needs (Story 12)
Emys Lone surviving tortoise from smuggling tragedy (Story 7)
False killer 
whales

Highly social and energetic species most commonly found in 
warmer waters; third largest species of dolphin (Story 2)

Flexor Tendon Yellow/Purple tore (Story 8)
Four Percentage of elephants that get cancer (Story 3)
Hibernation A long winter nap (Story 1)

Lotus Flower English translation of “Chouk” (Story 11)
Moyo Name of hippo Dr. Black treated (Story 10)
Mystic Aquarium where Yellow/Purple lives (Story 8)
One Million Number of hairs per square inch on a sea otter (Story 5)
Pinnipeds Group of animals sea lions belong to; “feather-footed”  

(Story 9)
Prosthetic Built to help Chouk walk (Story 11)
Rehabilitation Type of Pool used to treat marine animals (Story 2)
Salmon Type of fish used to lure Jim and Axhi (Story 1)
SeaWorld Organization at the heart of the rescue during the sea lion 

mass stranding; does animal rescue and rehabilitation 
(Story 9)

Sound and 
touch

Sensory cues used to communicate with Cruz (Story 4)

Three D Type of printer used to create a boot for Yellow/Purple  
(Story 8)

Toma Simsa’s mother (Story 6)
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